Abstract. In the subject one, we firstly number the legs of the table. According to the Pythagorean theorem, we can calculate the length of the table legs. Then describe the dynamic folding process of table by the change condition of angle between table leg and the ground, also we can understand the change of this angle during the process of folding; then we will calculate the distance between steel bar and the top of the table leg under the condition of normal status of and when it is under the usage respectively. Then we can solve the upper and lower boundary of the wooden slot of the table legs, as well as the length of slot; the establishment of rectangular coordinate system shall take the straight line where is the reinforce located as X axis, the vertical direction as the Z axis, the first wood reinforced position as the origin of coordinates. Representing the coordinates of each end of the batten with coordinate, then connecting each spot by using matlab, we can get the image of edge line of the table foot.
Therefore, it is only need to calculate the length of 10 legs [1] . The figure shows the plane rectangular coordinate system under the normal condition: Fig.1 The coordinate system is built when the folding table is in the flat plate state Known round table radius is r=25cm，width of each batten is d=2.5cm，Rectangular plate length is L=120cm, number the 10 legs upward order as ：1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10。
Triangle 0AB is right angled triangle，OA=r-d=22.5,OB=25, according to the Pythagorean theorem can be obtained： 2 2 
Length of number k batten is（k=2,…,10）：
Thickness of rectangular plate is 3cm，consider the appearance of the folding table, we shall take the first stick length as 57cm
Therefore the length of 10 wooden batten will be：
Dynamic change model
Number the 10 legs on the left front from the front to the back as :1,2，...，10，NR is the first batten，MS is the No i ) 10 2 ( ≤ ≤ i [2] . During the process of folding, the angle between NR line and the ground is NRF, the α , The angle between MJ line and the ground is MJF ) 10 2 ( ≤ ≤ i [3] .
(1) when i θ is acute angle, which is
we can get the figure by auxiliary line： 
Fig.2 Dynamic change auxiliary line
Namely, as for the batten that meet the conditions
θ is an obtuse angle，which is
. According to the triangle similarity theorem, we can get：
θ is a right angle，which is
for the batten that meet the conditions
Also known: when the folding table is in the state of flat plate and the use of the state, the value of α are 0 and 57 53 sin arc respectively [4] . Therefore, during the process of folding, the angle of wooden table legs and ground is: 
Summary
According to the relevant knowledge of analytic geometry, the mathematical model of the dynamic change coordinate of the folding table is determined, and the problem is solved well.
But, in the process of building the model, without considering the thickness of the reinforcement, but only as a straight line, will make the results have a certain error; Stability analysis, only from the effect of the effect of force to consider the overall situation. The steel bar can be abstracted as its central axis, which can reduce the error and make the model more close to the fact [5] .
